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Abstract

Transportation of fluids in partially filled pipes is common to many areas of industry (e.g. sewerage, mining, and
nuclear), yet many aspects remain under-developed, particularly for multiphase and non-Newtonian flows. In this
paper a simple framework to enable the accurate prediction of the bulk flow behaviour and settling characteristics
of slurries in open conduits is developed and validated experimentally. The experiments involve measurements of
flow rate, flow depth and the settling regime for two different solids concentrations of two types of non-colloidal
suspensions across a broad range of channel slopes, Reynolds numbers, and Froude numbers. A method is presented
that can be used to make a-priori predictions of critical sedimentation velocities, which can inform future pipeline
designs and operations to minimise the environmental and commercial costs of slurry transfers, including reducing
the risk of pipe blockages. Only one parameter required for this technique is not related to the measurable physical
properties of the pipeline or fluid. However, it is empirically shown to be well represented by a single, dimensionless
constant for all fluids and pipelines tested.
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Nomenclature1

α Pipe incline angle ◦
2

γ̇c Characteristic shear rate s−1
3

ṁ Mass flow rate kg/m3
4

µ Dynamic viscosity Pa s5

ν Kinematic viscosity m2/s6

ν f Kinematic viscosity of water m2/s7

ρ Density kg/m3
8

ρ f Density of water kg/m3
9

ρp Density of solid particle kg/m3
10

τw Wall shear stress Pa11

θ Pipe fill angle rad12

ς Settling factor -13
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A Flow cross-sectional area m2
14

B Free surface length m15

c Flow constant -16

D Pipe diameter m17

d Flow depth (verticle bisector) m18

Dh Hydraulic diameter m19

dp Particle size diameter m20

fd Darcy friction factor -21

Fr Froude number -22

g Acceleration due to gravity m/s2
23

h f Frictional head loss m24

K Flow consistency index mPa snp25

L Pipe length m26

n Manning’s roughness coefficient s/m1/3
27

np Flow behaviour index -28
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R Pipe radius m29

Rh Hydraulic radius m30

Reh Hydraulic Reynolds number -31

S Channel slope -32

T Temperature ◦C33

Ub Bulk velocity m/s34

1. Introduction35

Partially filled pipe flows, often gravity-driven, are36

present in a range of industrial applications and are of-37

ten used to transport fluids with sediments or partic-38

ulates, for example sewage and waste-water, as well39

as slurries in nuclear or mining operations. The par-40

tially filled pipe geometry contains features of a full41

pipe and an open channel flow. However, in comparison42

to these flows the scientific literature remains underde-43

veloped for partially filled pipe flow with work often44

restricted to studies of water. When transporting fluids45

that contain solid particles, such as in slurry transport46

applications, there are two additional important consid-47

erations. Firstly, there is the question of how well the48

fluids (now two-phase and non-Newtonian) follow the49

traditional flow correlations that were derived for wa-50

ter flows and include empirical constants obtained from51

water flow experiments. And secondly, the settling be-52

haviour of the suspended particles (and its dependence53

of flow conditions) is critically important in order to54

avoid deposition and potential blockages, which are po-55

tentially extremely disruptive and costly in applications56

that involve the transport of nuclear waste.57

1.1. Partially-filled pipes58

The Manning equation predicts the average velocity59

for gravity driven fluids in open channel flows, with a60

single empirical parameter (n, termed the Manning co-61

efficient) used to equate the relationship of bulk velocity62

with the hydraulic radius and channel slope; and hence63

is one of the most widely cited equations on open chan-64

nel flow (Powell, 1960). It is a very practical and useful65

equation for fluid flows possessing a free surface and66

driven by gravity. In metric units, the Manning equa-67

tion is written as shown in equation 1 (Manning et al.,68

1890)69

VManning =
1
n

R
2
3
h

√
S . (1)70

The empirical coefficient, n, is often called a “rough-71

ness coefficient”, despite having units of time/length
1
3 ,72

because the value is said to be dependent on the chan-73

nel wall characteristics. Much work has been done both74

using and developing the Manning equation over the75

years. It is widely used as the simple relationship does76

a remarkably good job in certain situations (particularly77

if water is the working fluid). However, it has also been78

developed extensively (often into more complex forms)79

by researchers who have identified its deficiencies in80

other scenarios. The nature of the Manning equation81

means a degree of iteration is required to ascertain the82

implicit flow depth (Saatci, 1990). Barr et al. (1986)83

and Akgiray (2005) developed explicit methods for the84

determination d/D (where d is the flow depth, and D85

is the pipe diameter). It is common for a constant n86

based on channel material to be used in practice, es-87

pecially for a natural channel with varying degrees of88

sedimentation, and a range of these values are well doc-89

umented for varying flow scenarios (Chow, 1959; Arce-90

ment and Schneider, 1989; Mays, 1999; Phillips and Ta-91

dayon, 2006).92

Attari and Hosseini (2019) investigated a calibration93

procedure for the determination of n for a riverbed with94

varying roughness in the streamwise axis (constant n in95

the depth axis), based on at least one inflow and the cor-96

responding outflow hydrograph. However, other stud-97

ies have investigated the variability of n with d in var-98

ious channels. Camp (1946) showed the variation of99

n with flow depth graphically using data from Wilcox100

(1924). Zaghloul (1998) and Akgiray (2004) fitted an101

expression to this data with various high order polyno-102

mials. Zaghloul (1998) then applied this relationship to103

simulate runoff transport phenomenon, updating exist-104

ing models to include the effect of varying roughness.105

Enfinger and Schutzbach (2005), using a scatter graph106

and various regressive methods, assessed how the value107

of how the Manning coefficient varies with flow depth108

for circular channels, to provide a more accurate deter-109

mination of sewer capacity.110

It should be noted that calibration of many roughness111

models relies on historical empirical data. Various scal-112

ing terms have been used to find a value for n in terms of113

gravitation acceleration (g) and a length scale that is rep-114

resentative of the pipe roughness (Chow, 1959); these115

were derived theoretically by Gioia and Bombardelli116

(2001). Yen (1992) recommended a slight modification117

to dimensionally homogenise the Manning equation,118

this involved a new roughness coefficient having units119

of length
1
6 . This was done to correct for the fact that no120

dependency on time is expected if n is purely a represen-121

tation of pipe roughness, and was achieved by the sim-122

ple introduction of a term representing g. Other stud-123

ies have sought to replace n altogether with something124
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more meaningful. Pomeroy (1983) modified the equa-125

tion by replacing n and the hydraulic radius (Rh) with126

a flow rate (Q) and a new coefficient for pipe rough-127

ness/smoothness which was invariant with flow depth;128

this gave a better representation of the flow velocity at129

various fill levels. Christensen (1984) expanded on this130

work to replace n with a new constant containing the131

physically meaningful variables of g, and the equiva-132

lent roughness length scale, improving the dimensional133

meaningfulness of all the parameters in the equation. Yu134

and Lim (2003) modified the equation to include a more135

direct measurement of flow resistance for alluvial chan-136

nels with sand-beds, based on known resistance laws.137

One drawback to the Manning equation is that is does138

not contain any parameters representative of the par-139

ticulate or carrier phase in multiphase flow scenarios.140

Other studies undertaken in the partially filled turbulent141

regime using Newtonian, single-phase fluids (generally142

water) include Nezu and Rodi (1986), Yoon et al. (2012)143

and Ng et al. (2018).144

1.2. Slurry transport145

Existing work on the transport of slurries has focused146

heavily on full-bore pipes and the use of empirical equa-147

tions to identify a critical velocity, with the implied in-148

tention of operating the pipeline near this velocity at149

a minimum economic cost. It is generally stated in150

the literature that there is a discrete transition between151

two flow regimes, the first where partial slurry particles152

are stationary on the pipe wall, and a second where all153

slurry particles are moving without any deposition. The154

velocity at this boundary is defined as the critical veloc-155

ity (Durand, 1953; Wasp et al., 1977; Swamee, 1995;156

Kökpınar and Göğüş, 2001).157

Work, especially in the nuclear industry, has focused158

more on the safety aspect of slurry transport, this is due159

to the high toxicity and novel nature of the waste re-160

quired for transportation. Poloski et al. (2010) investi-161

gated a flow correlation for the identification of critical162

velocity in a full bore pipe for a slurry with small but163

dense particles, which is typical for nuclear wastes. Re-164

search by Adamson (2011) at Savannah River National165

Laboratory (SRNL) supported Hanford WTP operations166

by evaluating the effectiveness of mixing and transfer-167

ring simulated tank waste. Results showed that water168

always transfers fewer particles and is a conservative169

carrier fluid compared to fluids of higher viscosity and170

yield stresses. Furthermore, dimensional analysis on the171

yield stress term gave a gravity yield parameter which172

defined four regions of behaviour to identify the combi-173

nation of either a cavern existing in the slurry or if solids174

will settle, and also has the ability to be scaled to the175

full-scale tank. Recknagle (1999) conducted critical ve-176

locity and pressure drop measurements to examine the177

effect of diluting the test material.178

Poloski et al. (2009) investigated the critical veloc-179

ity in a non-Newtonian mixture to ensure a conservative180

design approach. This work mainly looked at the appli-181

cability of the stability map to identify regions of set-182

tling in laminar and turbulent regimes. Wasp and Slatter183

(2004) investigated the flow of fine particle metal ore184

slurries and their critical velocities in a homogeneous185

regime, seeking to refine the range of critical velocity186

equations; and thus proposed a new correlation based on187

the particle/viscous sub-layer, again for full bore pipes.188

Rice et al. (2017) investigated the development of time-189

dependent bedforms by the deposition of solid particles190

in two-phase flow. Several scales have been proposed to191

unify the observation of beds in various conduits. Rice192

et al. (2015) investigated the nexus between the criti-193

cal deposition velocity, and the physical parameters and194

flow conditions of slurries, firstly at low solid volume195

fractions, and secondly in the limit of zero volume frac-196

tion. The two cases are analysed separately, and a gen-197

eral correlation in terms of the particle Reynolds num-198

ber and Archimedes number is proposed for full bore199

pipes that is valid up to volume fractions of several per200

cent. Souza Pinto et al. (2014) investigated the depo-201

sition characteristics of mineral slurries and proposed202

a model for determining the critical velocity based on203

process variables which take into account the particle204

shape.205

There have been a limited number of studies on non-206

Newtonian multiphase flows in open channels. Halden-207

wang (2003) investigated the non-Newtonian flow of208

carboxymethylcellulose solutions and aqueous kaolin209

and bentonite suspensions in rectangular open chan-210

nels. An experimental database was created for non-211

Newtonian channel flow. Predictive models of the flow212

behaviour of laminar, transitional and turbulent flow be-213

haviour were developed. Burger et al. (2010a) expanded214

on this study to include semi-circular, triangular and215

trapezoidal open channels. The flow curve for these flu-216

ids was represented by the power law, Bingham plastic217

and Herschel-Bulkley models. Correlations were also218

developed to relate the Reynolds number and friction219

factor of the flow based on the rheology of the test mate-220

rial. Burger et al. (2010b) investigated these same fluids221

to determine the friction factor and Reynolds number re-222

lationship for laminar flow and found a dependency on223

the channel geometry for the Re−1 relationship. Fitton224

(2008) found a simple method to calculate the Reynolds225

number at which a non-Newtonian fluid reaches lami-226

nar/turbulent transition in an open channel, along with227
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an estimation of head losses in the laminar, transitional228

or turbulent regimes, enabling the flow depth and ve-229

locity to be predicted for various fluids, flow rates and230

channel geometries. Spedding and Chen (1984) inves-231

tigated the phenomenon of holdup in two phase liquid-232

gas flow, experimental studies were undertaken on hor-233

izontal, upward, and downward inclined channels. The234

Manning equation was found to accurately predict the235

holdup at low liquids rate and small downward inclina-236

tion angles using previous correlations. Wang and Lam237

(2020) used particle image velocimetry to investigate238

clustering behaviour and settling velocities in turbulent239

open channels. A non-dimensional parameter is pro-240

posed to consider this effect and predict if the settling241

velocity will be enhanced or reduced. Channel flow of242

neutrally-buoyant rigid spherical suspensions were in-243

vestigated by Lashgari et al. (2016) to understand the re-244

lationship between the particle dynamics and the mean245

bulk behaviour of the mixture.246

The current work aims to address the two impor-247

tant challenges mentioned above: (1) the accuracy of248

flow correlations, and (2) predicting transport behaviour249

(i.e. the likelihood of settling). We do this through intro-250

ducing a flow correlation, derived using a dimensional251

analysis which includes previously neglected fluid prop-252

erties, as well as determining a non-dimensional settling253

factor to characterise the settling regime at different flow254

conditions. Both the flow correlation and the settling255

factor are tested experimentally using a gravity-driven256

flow of several non-colloidal suspensions in a partially-257

filled pipe. Our working fluids are particularly chosen258

to be relevant test materials for the nuclear industry as259

they have characteristics that are considered representa-260

tive of nuclear waste slurries. As such, the work par-261

ticularly supports operations within nuclear plants and262

associated partially filled pipelines during passive trans-263

fer operations. In these applications it is expected that264

fluids with less favourable transport properties will be-265

come prevalent in the future, as maximising solids load-266

ing minimises the quantity of waste that needs to be267

stored. Therefore a better understanding of the bulk be-268

haviour of non-colloidal suspensions representative of269

nuclear slurries will help to minimise the future envi-270

ronmental and commercial costs of highly active liquor271

transfers, reducing the risk of pipe blockages during re-272

mediation and decommissioning activities. In addition,273

the new correlations are more widely applicable as they274

focus on the general fluid flow behaviour and are not275

limited to a specific application.276

2. Experiment277

2.1. Geometry and key flow parameters278

Figure 1 shows the cross-section of a partially-filled279

cylindrical pipe, where R is defined as the pipe radius,280

B the length of the free surface, d the flow depth along281

the vertical bisector and θ is the fluid fill angle.282

Figure 1: Pipe cross-section showing the relevant parameters
associated with partially filled pipe flow, the shaded area represents

the flow cross-sectional area A.

Since the flow cross-sectional area is non-circular for283

partially filled pipes, the hydraulic radius (Rh = A/Pw)284

is used as a characteristic length, where A is the flow285

cross-sectional area and Pw is the wetted perimeter. Us-286

ing the geometry in figure 1, these parameters can be287

written as a function of fill angle (θ), as shown in equa-288

tions 2 and 3,289

A = R2(θ − sin θ cos θ), (2)290

Pw = 2Rθ. (3)291

Hence the hydraulic radius (Rh) can also be defined in292

terms of θ, as given in equation 4,293

Rh =
A

Pw
=

R(θ − sin θ cos θ)
2θ

. (4)294

Typical to many fluid dynamics problems the295

Reynolds number appears as a non-dimensional group296

for the partially filled pipe flow problem. The character-297

istic length scale in the Reynolds number can have var-298

ious definitions, however, for this study, the hydraulic299

diameter (Dh = 4Rh) will be used, as this is common to300

much of the previous work (Blinco and Partheniades,301

1971; Nezu and Rodi, 1986; Ng et al., 2018). This302

choice of length scale has the advantage of tending to303

the geometric pipe diameter as the pipe becomes full.304

From this a hydraulic Reynolds number is defined in305

equation 5,306

Reh =
4ρUbRh

µ
, (5)307
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity, ρ is the density of308

the fluid and Ub = ṁ/ρA is the bulk velocity (where309

ṁ is the mass flow rate). Thus, the hydraulic Reynolds310

number can be defined in terms of mass flow rate (ṁ)311

and fill angle (θ) for a given fluid and pipe (specifically,312

dynamic viscosity, µ, and pipe radius, R) as given in313

equation 6,314

Reh =
2ṁ
µRθ

. (6)315

As will be shown in §2.2 and §2.3, our experiments are316

designed to provide direct measurements of mass flow317

rate and fill angle, which can then be used along with the318

measured dynamic viscosity (§3.3) to enable the direct319

calculation of the hydraulic Reynolds number through320

equation 6.321

As with open channel flows, the presence of a free322

surface in this pipe configuration means that the Froude323

number (Fr) is another non-dimensional group of rel-324

evance. A characteristic length scale is also required325

for the Froude number. Much previous work (mostly326

for rectangular channels) has used a mean depth (Dm =327

A/B) as this characteristic length, although there are ex-328

ceptions (Chatterjee et al., 2017). For a partially-filled329

pipe, this length scale is problematic as Dm → ∞ be-330

cause B→ 0 as the pipe fills (d/D→ 1). Using a length331

scale that approaches infinity is not realistic, hence the332

hydraulic radius will be used as the length scale in the333

Froude number (Clausnitzer and Hager, 1997). Thus,334

Fr is defined as in equation 7,335

Fr =
Ub
√

gRh
. (7)336

As was done for the Reynolds number, this can be writ-337

ten in terms of mass flow rate and fill angle for conve-338

nience. The result is equation 8,339

Fr =
ṁ
ρ

R−
5
2 (θ − sin θ cos θ)−

3
2

(
2θ
g

) 1
2

. (8)340

Finally, with regard to the longitudinal pipe inclina-341

tion, the small angle approximation is used to relate the342

inclination angle of the pipe (α) to the gradient (S ). By343

equating the sine and tangent of the inclination angle for344

small angles this can be expressed by the ratio of height345

change (∆h) along the length (L) as given in equation 9346

(Chow, 1959),347

sinα ≈ tanα =
∆h
L

= S . (9)348

2.2. Slurry transport rig349

Experiments were undertaken on the slurry transport350

rig (STR) located at the National Nuclear Laboratory’s351

Workington site. The STR is a large scale non-active ex-352

perimental test rig, designed for easily re-configurable353

pipe test sections. For this work the STR was used to354

study steady, fully developed, gravity driven turbulent355

flow in a cylindrical pipe. It was configured to supply a356

gravity feed of fluid to either a 0.0762 m (3 inch) nom-357

inal diameter pipeline (Line D3i) adjustable to a range358

of gradients from 0.5% to 1.5%, or a second pipeline359

parallel to first having a 0.1 m (4 inch) nominal diame-360

ter and a set gradient of 5% (Line D4i). The material of361

both pipelines is transparent PVC allowing for full vi-362

sual observation of the fluid flow and any resulting sed-363

imentation. A schematic of the STR is shown in figure364

2.365

The flow loop of the STR begins in the stock tank,366

this tank has a 6 m3 capacity and can be agitated by an367

air sparge. A hose is then connected from the bottom368

of this tank into the main pump manifold where either369

a low or a high flow rate variable speed inverter pump370

can be selected by the correct valve configuration. A371

Grundfos CRIE 3-2 A-CA-A-E-HQQE was used for the372

flow rate (Q) range 1 ≤ Q ≤ 2.5 m3/hr and a BBP B50373

BVGMC was used for the flow rate range 3 ≤ Q ≤ 12374

m3/hr. From the pump manifold the working fluid is375

pumped by the outlet hose into a header tank, located 4376

m above ground level. The fluid is then gravity fed verti-377

cally down through an electromagnetic flow meter into378

the appropriate pipeline which is pre-set at the correct379

gradient. On Line D3i a cylindrical plenum chamber380

with baffle plates is included prior to the working sec-381

tion to remove secondary flows due to a tight 90◦ bend382

prior to entering the working section. Both pipelines383

outlet into a conical receipt tank with a capacity of 0.5384

m3. When the receipt tank reaches a predetermined ca-385

pacity level (set at 0.25 m3) a constant flow rate recir-386

culation pump engages to pump the contents of the re-387

ceipt tank back into the stock tank where the process is388

repeated, thus allowing for a continuous feed of flow.389

A wash tank containing water was used to clean the390

pipelines of test material residue before the next test if391

necessary.392

Control and operation of the STR is done using Lab-393

VIEW software (National Instruments). During the394

commissioning of the STR, the pumps where calibrated395

using a voltage to flow rate look-up table for a constant396

pressure and suction head. Hence the rig uses an open-397

loop program to control the flow rate by writing the398

calibrated voltage to pump inverters. The receipt tank399

sits on top of a weighbridge, the input is read by the400
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of the slurry transport rig (STR). (a) main
pump, (b) head tank, (c) plenum chamber, (d) Line D3i, (e) Line D4i,

(f) receipt tank, (g) return pump, (h) batch tank and (i) wash tank.

LabVIEW model, this provides a means to measure the401

mass flow rate being pumped around the rig. The flow402

rate upper limit is determined by the maximum flow403

rate of the recirculation pump, this is approximately 14404

m3/hr, hence the maximum flow rate of the main pump405

is limited to 12 m3/hr. The flow rate range of this study406

was 1 to 12 m3/hr. The stock tank has a maximum ca-407

pacity of 6 m3, but for these trials the stock tank was408

filled to a capacity of 4 m3. Due to the operation of the409

rig, the height of the fluid in the stock tank oscillated410

throughout the experimental trials, the frequency of the411

oscillation depended upon the frequency of the engag-412

ing of the recirculation pump. The shape of the stock413

tank made sure that the changes in volume occurring414

in this tank resulted in a minimum change in fluid level415

meaning the pump suction head was kept relatively con-416

stant. This was confirmed as the slight change in pump417

suction head had a negligible effect on pump mass flow418

rate.419

Both experimental lines where constructed using 4 m420

PVC pipe sections. These pieces were glued together421

using PVC pipe glue and the use of PVC sockets. Lines422

D3i and D4i are both 12 m long and contain three pipe423

sections and two joining sockets. Before and after the424

experimental pipelines 1m long pipe sections and hy-425

draulic hoses are used to connect the two test sections426

to the other components of the STR. For the connection427

of these 1 m sections, backing clamps with stub flanges428

glued onto each end are used to bolt each section to-429

gether with a rubber gasket fitted in between. The socket430

sections were used for the test sections as the socket ex-431

hibits a smoother connection than the stub flanges. Fur-432

thermore, the stub flange pipe sections are more flexible433

to assemble, and the smoothness of the pipe is less im-434

portant in the parts of the pipeline prior to the inlet of435

the plenum chamber.436

For this work a number of experimental instruments437

were used: these included a Meatest M-910 electromag-438

netic mass flow meter, a mass balance, draft markers439

and a thermocouple. The inline flow meter recorded a440

volumetric flow rate to an accuracy of 0.1 m3/hr, and441

was monitored using the LabVIEW software, once this442

reading was established and the flow stabilised a mass443

delta was recorded over a time period of 60 seconds us-444

ing the weighbridge, this gave a more precise reading445

of mass flow rate. Draft markers were designed specifi-446

cally for the task of measuring the fluid fill level, these447

circular strips of paper are attached around the circum-448

ference of the pipeline and provide an indication of flow449

level. These draft markers were incremented in percent-450

age fill level and degrees, where θ = 0◦ is located at451

the bottom-dead-centre and θ = 180◦ at the top-dead-452

centre. All draft markers were designed using CAD453

and accurately printed, they were aligned by placing454

the zero-degree line at the bottom of the pipeline. Each455

pipeline has a total of six draft markers located in 2 m456

increments between 2m and 12m along the pipe length.457

The full pipe length-to-diameter ratio is L/D = 157.48458

for Line D3i and L/D = 120 for Line D4i. The first459

draft marker located at 2 m was largely unused for data460

collection purposes as L/D < 30 at this location. There-461

fore the second marker, located at 4 m downstream of462

the test section inlet was the first marker used to record463

measurements. This is located at L/D = 52.5 for Line464

D3i and L/D = 40 for Line D4i. It was deemed that465

this ratio gave a sufficient development length for the466

fluid entering the pipe working section. Lastly, a ther-467

mocouple was placed on the stock tank outline isolation468

valve. The temperature of the working fluid was logged469

during the trial to enable accurate calculation of fluid470

viscosity (which is dependent on temperature). Viscous471

heating is so low that no significant change in temper-472

ature was observed during an individual trial. The data473

collected for this paper was collected over a 12-month474

period, with a working fluid temperature ranging from475

14 ≤ T ≤ 20◦C.476

2.3. Experimental procedure477

Prior to the start of any experimental work, the pipe478

was set to the required gradient. A tape measure was479

used to measure the location of the pipe stand at a set480

position from the pipe inlet as well as the height of each481

pipe stand. A digital spirit level was used to make sure482

the ground was level, this was calibrated on a drilling483

platform known to be horizontal. The uncertainty in484

the setting of each individual pipe was estimated to be485

±5mm, resulting in a potential error in the gradient of486

< 0.1%. Pipe stands were placed every 2 m along the487

length of the pipe to avoid sagging. Once the gradient488

was set the stock tank was agitated with the air sparge489
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pole for a minimum of 15 minutes (if the rig was run-490

ning with only water this process was unnecessary and491

omitted). Sufficient agitation was achieved by discharg-492

ing air at 7 bar into the bottom of the stock tank. Mea-493

surements of fluid temperature and atmospheric pres-494

sure were taken. Once this was completed and the mix-495

ture homogenised, the valves were opened and a flow496

rate on the main pump was selected, initiating the flow497

of fluid through the working section and into the receipt498

tank. Once the receipt tank weighbridge recorded an in-499

creasing mass of fluid in the tank, the mass change was500

measured over a one-minute period. A plot of the mass501

of fluid in the receipt tank versus time was shown live502

on the LabVIEW graphical user interface (GUI). A line503

of constant gradient showed the flow was steady, which504

was invariably achieved after only a few seconds of se-505

lecting a flow rate. The angle (θ) was measured on five506

of the draft markers (at 4 m from the inlet of the working507

section and at every 2 m location downstream) in order508

to record the fill-height of the fluid in the pipe. Typi-509

cal fluctuations in these readings ranged from ≈ 0◦ at510

low flow rates to ±3◦ at the highest flow rates. Finally,511

the observed settling regime was recorded. Typically,512

this process would take approximately 10 minutes be-513

fore a new flow rate was selected and the same process514

repeated. A standard trial would start with Q = 1 m3/hr515

and increase in increments of 0.5 m3/hr to Q = 12 m3/hr,516

then a repeat of the flow rate range would be conducted517

in reverse, starting at the higher flow rate and decreas-518

ing in the same increments to the lowest flow rate. It519

was found the results were independent of the flow rate520

being incrementally increased or decreased. This proce-521

dure was repeated three times for five different working522

fluids (described in §3) and at least three different gra-523

dients. Uniform flow was observed along the length of524

the working section, so (for each flow rate) the five draft525

marker measurements were averaged, resulting in a sin-526

gle θ measurement. From this a range of parameters527

typical to partially filled pipes can be calculated using528

the geometry shown in figure 1 as demonstrated in §2.1.529

3. Test materials530

The test materials in this study were water (mainly531

as a reference) along with two different non-colloidal532

suspensions. The solid particles in these aqueous sus-533

pensions were calcium carbonate (chalk) and barium534

sulphate (barytes), each at two different concentrations.535

These materials were chosen to be consistent with non-536

active nuclear waste test materials (McArthur et al.,537

2005; Paul et al., 2013; Dunnett et al., 2016). The con-538

centrations of chalk and barytes were chosen to align539

with typical concentrations being transferred around nu-540

clear facilities. For this study, water and four different541

working fluids (two different materials each at two con-542

centrations) were used as shown in table 1. The den-543

sity of the raw materials was measured and matched544

the manufacturer’s specifications. For calcium carbon-545

ate this was 2700 kg/m3 and for barium sulphate this546

was 4400 kg/m3. Both test materials were each mixed547

with water in accordance with 40 and 60 kg of the solid548

test material being present in a mixture of 1 m3. This549

can be compared to a w/w concentration by dividing the550

solid mass by the mass of the remaining water in the551

1 m3 mixture. A volume ratio can be found by divid-552

ing the volume of solid by the volume of water in the553

1 m3 mixture. Finally, a slurry density can be found554

by summing the mass of the solid and remaining water555

and then dividing by 1 m3. Several methods to charac-556

terise the physical properties of these suspensions were557

undertaken, these methods were consistent with a study558

by Paul et al. (2013) looking at the characterisation of559

highly active nuclear waste simulants.560

3.1. Particle size561

The Malvern Instruments Mastersizer 3000 was used562

to obtain a particle size distribution (PSD) for the two563

test materials. The samples were sized using a wet dis-564

persion unit (Hydro EV), with refractive indices of 1.33565

for water, 1.60 for chalk and 1.64 for barytes (Lide,566

2007). Ten measurements were taken for both dry chalk567

and barytes, the Mie scattering model was used to ob-568

tain an average particle size distribution of these sam-569

ples. This was then repeated for hydrated samples taken570

from the STR. It was found that the peak value for chalk571

reduced by 2.6 µm with barytes having a negligible dif-572

ference. The results of the PSD are shown in figure573

3. Nominal values of 12 µm for chalk and 17 µm for574

barytes, which correspond to the peaks of the PSD for575

the hydrated samples, were used to characterise the par-576

ticle diameters when required.577

3.2. Settling velocity578

A settling velocity for each of the four suspensions579

was obtained by performing static settling tests. The580

mixture was made up in a 250 ml measuring cylinder581

and agitated sufficiently to create a homogeneous sus-582

pension. The measuring cylinder was then left at rest583

to allow the solid particles to settle. A clear interface584

between the settling solid-liquid mixture and the clear585

water supernatant formed and the descending height of586

the interface was recorded at frequent time intervals587

(Kökpınar and Göğüş, 2001). The procedure was per-588

formed for all four working fluids and repeated three589
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Label Test Material
Concentration

(kg/m3)
Mass concentration

w/w (%)
Volume concentration

(solid:liquid)
Water Water N/A N/A N/A
C40 Chalk 40 4.06 1:66.5
C60 Chalk 60 6.14 1:44
B40 Barytes 40 4.04 1:109
B60 Barytes 60 6.08 1:72.3

Table 1: Test materials and concentrations.
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Figure 3: Particle size distributions of hydrated and dry samples of (a)
chalk and (b) barytes.

times for each. As seen in figure 4, initially a linear590

decrease in the height of the interface with time was ob-591

served, followed by an asymptotic behaviour due to the592

hindered settling effect of the higher concentration mix-593

ture. To find the unhindered settling flow rate, a linear fit594

of the initial settled bed height readings, recorded over595

the first 5 minutes, was performed and the gradient of596

this line gave the settling flow rate. The R-squared value597

for the linear fit was calculated in order to be sure of the598

accuracy of the linear fit, all the working fluids have an599

R-squared value above 0.99 as shown in table 2.600
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Figure 4: Average particle settling volume verses time: (a) C40
(green) and B40 (pink) and (b) C60 (red) and B60 (black). Error bars
indicate one standard deviation from the mean. Solid lines indicate a

linear fit for the initial settling rate, which is used to calculate the
settling velocity.

Once the settling flow rate was known, the settling ve-601
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locity vs can be found by dividing the settling flow rate602

by the cylinder cross-sectional area (which was constant603

for each experiment). The two barytes concentrations604

have very little difference in settling rate values (< 5%)605

between them, it appears the higher density of the solid606

barytes is the dominant factor. However, there is a dif-607

ference in the settling velocity for the two chalk concen-608

trations, with the lower concentration having approx-609

imately a 30% faster settling velocity than the higher610

concentration. This can be explained by the low density611

of the solid chalk being more affected by the particle to612

particle interaction during the settling process (Cheng,613

1997). A Stokes number for the settling particle can614

be calculated using the definition stated in equation 10615

(Swaminathan et al., 2006),616

S t =
ρpvsdp

µw
, (10)617

where ρp is the test material particle density, dp parti-618

cle diameter and µw the viscosity of water. A summary619

of the measured mixture density, particle size, settling620

velocity and Stokes number is shown in table 2.621

3.3. Rheology622

The Anton Parr MCR302 rotational rheometer was623

used to obtain the rheological properties of the work-624

ing fluids. Measurements were taken using a cone and625

plate geometry with a 1◦ cone angle at 20◦C. A partic-626

ular shear profile (shown in figure 5) was developed for627

the rheological characterisation of the working fluids to628

avoid settling and ensure measurements of the homo-629

geneous suspension of the mixture could be made. A630

pre-shear of 30 seconds is first applied at a high shear631

rate of 1000s−1. At this high shear rate sufficient agi-632

tation was provided to the sample to avoid a solid bed633

forming. Next the shear rate was dropped to 100s−1 and634

held for 10 seconds before a measurement was taken,635

then the shear rate was increased back to 1000s−1 to re-636

suspend any settled solids, before the whole process was637

repeated for incrementally increasing lower shear rates.638

The viscosity values at all the 1000s−1 points show a639

negligible difference between them (figure 6), hence we640

are confident that the high shear rate pulses are sufficient641

at keeping a homogenised sample.642

A non-Newtonian shear thinning relationship for the643

non-colloidal suspensions is shown in figure 6, and is644

consistent with the literature (Turian et al., 1997; Paul645

et al., 2013). Error bars show the maximum and mini-646

mum values at a particular shear rate. This variation is647

attributed to errors when sampling causing differences648

in concentration. A power law model (equation 11) can649

be fitted for each of the test materials (Barnes et al.,650

1989),651

τ = Kγ̇np . (11)652

The parameters and accuracy of the fits are defined and653

displayed in table 3. A power law model was used be-654

cause the data in the shear rate range of interest clearly655

show a power-law form (and the R-squared values of656

the fit are high). Other studies of rheological proper-657

ties have favoured a Herschel-Bulkley model, but these658

studies tend to have much higher solid concentrations659

(> 10 wt%) (Turian et al., 1997; Nguyen et al., 2006;660

Dunnett et al., 2016). For our fluids (at the lower solid661

concentrations) the yield stress is not relevant to the rhe-662

ological characterisation in the shear rate range mea-663

sured and therefore to include it in the model would be664

inappropriate. The calculation of the Reynolds num-665

ber for shear-thinning fluids is not straightforward as666

the shear rate (and therefore viscosity) varies through-667

out the flow field. To define a Reynolds number a calcu-668

lation of the mean wall shear stress (τw) for each of the669

trials was made using measurements from the pipe flow670

experiment and equation 12,671

τw = ρgRhS , (12)672

which is a function of flow depth and based on a mass673

balance of the fluid (Chow, 1959). Using the power law674

parameters, a characteristic shear rate (γ̇c) can be calcu-675

lated using equation 13,676

γ̇c =

(
τw

K

) 1
np
. (13)677

Once the characteristic shear rate has been found the678

power law model can be used to calculate the related679

dynamic viscosity (µ),680

µ = Kγ̇c
np−1, (14)681

which can be used in the calculation of Re.682

As an indication of the shear rate range observed in683

the pipe flow experiments, the highest and lowest shear-684

rate values for line D3i are shown by the diamonds in685

figure 6. It is noted that the highest shear rate in some686

of the experiments is higher than that measured on the687

rheometer (this was also the case for line D4i). There-688

fore we need to extrapolate the power law fit to higher689

shear rates in order to calculate the characteristic viscos-690

ity for these experiments (to enable calculation of Reh).691

However this only resulted in a small change in viscos-692

ity (≈ 1 mPa s lower) compared to the viscosity at the693

highest shear rate reachable on the rheometer. Given694
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Fluid
Mixture density

(kg/m3)
Particle size

(µm)
Settling velocity

(mm/min)
R-squared

(settling rate fit)
Stokes
number

C40 (green) 1025 12 28.99 0.9982 0.0157
C60 (red) 1038 12 22.05 0.9994 0.0119

B40 (pink) 1031 17 41.67 0.9969 0.0519
B60 (black) 1046 17 42.06 0.9979 0.0524

Table 2: Mixture density, particle size, settling velocity and Stokes number for each of the working fluids.
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Figure 5: Shear rate (s−1) as a function of time (t) showing the shear profile (blue line) and the points of measurement (black circles).

the uncertainty in estimating an appropriate characteris-695

tic shear in such a flow, any loss of accuracy introduced696

by this extrapolation is considered to be negligible. The697

viscosity values of this dataset are consistent with those698

by Rice et al. (2020), who used an in-line acoustic tech-699

nique to measure the rheology of calcium carbonate and700

barium sulphate at volume fractions of 10%, 15% and701

20%. Rice et al. (2020) also reported low yield stresses702

would be present in concentrations of the magnitude in703

this study (< 0.01 Pa).704

4. Flow correlations705

Experiments were conducted and data was collected706

for Reynolds numbers in the range of 2 × 103 ≤ Reh ≤707

1.1 × 105, and Froude numbers in the range of 1.1 ≤708

Fr ≤ 4.4. A summary of experimental trials conducted709

for each working fluid, pipeline and pipe gradient along-710

side the calculated range of the parameters d/D, Re, Fr711

is shown in table 4. Observed settling regimes are re-712

ported in the last column, these are marked by H for713

homogeneous suspension, P for dynamic pathlines, M714

for a moving bed and S for a settled bed. These regimes715

are explained in more detail in §5. It demonstrates the716

variety of combinations of pipe inclinations and diame-717

ters, as well as fluids, that the current dataset contains.718

This variety is important in order to strengthen the broad719

applicability of any flow correlations tested using this720

dataset.721

4.1. Velocity722

One of the quantities that is of primary interest to723

anyone designing open channel or partially filled pipe724

flows is the average (or bulk) velocity, because achiev-725

ing an appropriate velocity can be crucial to the success-726

ful and efficient operation of the channel or pipeline.727

This can be for many reasons, but using the context728

of slurries as an example, it is a determining factor in729

the transport of sediments and whether they are effec-730

tively transported or settle in the pipe. In this work we731

are particularly interested in predicting the flow in par-732

tially filled pipelines of slurry materials (non-colloidal733

suspensions). Our approach is based on dimensional734

analysis in an attempt to develop a correlation that is735

more universal, rather than simply deriving an equation736

specifically for our application. As the Manning equa-737

tion works very well, particularly for water flows, we738

use it as our starting point. One of the aspects of the739
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Figure 6: Dynamic viscosity (µ) as a function of shear rate (s−1) for the five different working fluids taken at a temperature of 20◦C. Water (blue),
C40 (red), C60 (green), B40 (pink) and B60 (black). Circles represent the mean with error bars showing the maximum and minimum values.

Solid lines are power law fits described by equation 11, with parameters in table 3. Diamonds indicate the lower and upper characteristic shear
rates of experimental data on line D3i.

Fluid
Flow consistency index – K

(mPa snp )
Flow behaviour

index – np
R-squared

C40 (green) 3.0790 0.8943 0.9999
C60 (red) 4.1640 0.8620 0.9983

B40 (pink) 9.7280 0.7825 0.9993
B60 (black) 39.840 0.6570 0.9985

Table 3: Power-law parameters for working fluids.

equation that attracts particular attention is the n coeffi-740

cient. It is doubtful that it solely relates to the roughness741

of the duct wall as not only does that not make dimen-742

sional sense, but often different values of n are given743

for pipes made of different materials when both mate-744

rials are hydrodynamically smooth (Barr et al., 1986).745

Using the Manning equation to empirically fit our data746

for each of the different working fluids unsurprisingly747

yields a different value of n for each material, the values748

of which are shown in table 5.749

The value of 0.009 is recorded in the literature as a750

value representative of water on smooth PVC (Bishop751

and Jeppson, 1975), which is the material our pipeline is752

constructed from. The values in table 5 are not far from753

this value, especially for water. However, our fitted val-754

ues do appear to be dependent on the properties of the755

test material and not just the roughness of the channel756

wall. The goodness of the fits (R-squared values in table757

5) indicates that the form of the equation (i.e. exponents758

of both Rh and S ) appear to be robust. It can therefore759

be concluded that other parameters are implicit in the n760

value. We use this information to form a new correla-761

tion where the relationships to Rh and S are carefully762

preserved, but new parameters are introduced in place763

of the single coefficient (n).764

We hypothesise that the relevant parameters to re-765

place n are the acceleration due to gravity (g), the fluid766

density (ρ) and dynamic viscosity (µ). Given that the767

Manning equation applies to water flows on Earth it is768

not particularly surprising that the gravitational acceler-769

ation and fluid properties were not specifically consid-770

ered in its formulation. However, it seems undeniable771
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Fluid Pipeline S (%) d/D (%) Reh Fr
Settling
regimes

Water D3i 0.5 38 - 72 3.3 × 103 − 5.7 × 103 1.24 - 1.39 N/A
Water D3i 1 30 - 79 3.1 × 103 − 8.1 × 103 1.66 - 1.89 N/A
Water D3i 1.5 27 - 71 3.3 × 103 − 9.5 × 103 1.99 - 2.27 N/A
Water D4i 5 9 - 28 1.4 × 104 − 1.1 × 105 2.71 - 4.18 N/A
C40 D3i 0.5 20 - 72 7.7 × 103 − 3.9 × 104 1.09 - 1.41 M, P, H
C40 D3i 1 18 - 80 8.7 × 103 − 5.9 × 104 1.34 - 1.88 P, H
C40 D4i 5 8 - 31 1.1 × 104 − 9.9 × 104 2.96 - 4.35 H
C60 D3i 1 20 - 80 9.3 × 103 − 5.5 × 104 1.40 - 1.86 P, H
C60 D3i 1.5 19 - 70 9.9 × 103 − 6.6 × 104 1.45 - 2.17 P, H
C60 D4i 5 9 - 32 1.3 × 104 − 9.8 × 104 3.13 - 3.94 H
B40 D3i 1 21 - 86 5.3 × 103 − 3.7 × 104 1.15 - 1.73 S, M, P, H
B40 D3i 1.5 16 - 71 4.5 × 103 − 4.9 × 104 1.29 - 2.17 S, M, P, H
B40 D4i 5 9 - 32 7.8 × 103 − 7.9 × 104 2.53 - 3.75 P, H
B60 D3i 1 21 - 89 2.0 × 103 − 1.6 × 104 1.13 - 1.72 S, M, P, H
B60 D3i 1.5 19 - 74 2.5 × 103 − 2.4 × 104 1.28 - 2.00 S, M, P, H
B60 D4i 5 10 - 33 4.3 × 103 − 5.1 × 104 2.78 - 3.57 P, H

Table 4: Summary of experimental trials for each working fluid, pipeline and gradient with the range of d/D, Re, Fr and settling regimes.

Fluid Fitted n R-squared
Water 0.0092 0.8892
C40 0.0094 0.9654
C60 0.0095 0.9654
B40 0.0101 0.9584
B60 0.0105 0.9562

Table 5: Fitted Manning roughness coefficient values for each
working fluid.

that each would play a key role in the flow behaviour.772

In doing this we are actually neglecting any dependence773

on wall roughness and as such are deriving a correla-774

tion for hydrodynamically smooth conduits. Although775

we are still confined to Earth and cannot test any depen-776

dence on g, we retain it because we wish to preserve the777

true dimensions. For the fluid properties, noting that we778

have no other quantities that have dimensions of mass,779

we can safely just use the kinematic viscosity (ν = µ/ρ).780

Dimensionally n can be replaced by ν, g, and in addition781

we include a non-dimensional factor, c, which we sup-782

pose to be constant, giving equation 15,783

1
n

= c
g

5
9

ν
1
9

. (15)784

Performing dimensional analysis using all the param-785

eters in this new system yields three non-dimensional786

groups: Re, Fr and S . Within these groups, ν only787

appears in the Reynolds number and g only appears in788

the Froude number. Hence (with reference to equation789

15), equation 16 can be derived as a non-dimensional790

replacement to the Manning equation,791

Fr
10
9 = cS

1
2 Re

1
9
h . (16)792

All the parameters in equation 16 (including c) are793

non-dimensional and the value of c can be found empiri-794

cally using the measured Froude and Reynolds numbers795

for each corresponding channel slope. Figure 7 shows796

the calculated factor, c, plotted against Reynolds num-797

ber, Froude number and depth, where each data point798

is coloured by the working fluid. It is clear that for all799

working fluids and Re tested, the value of c is roughly800

constant. It is certainly not possible to identify any func-801

tional dependence on any of the flow parameters, and802

the five different working fluids exhibit the same de-803

gree of scatter with no distinct separation between them.804

The probability density function of c is shown in figure805

7d and is normally distributed. This suggests that the806

variation in the value of c is due to measurement er-807

ror, which is equally distributed throughout the working808

fluids. The two concentrations of barytes formed set-809

tled beds at low Reynolds numbers (as will be shown810

in §5), as a result, the recorded hydraulic radius was811

not representative of the flow cross-sectional area, and812

the flowing fluid would be of a more diluted form (with813

lower density and viscosity). In these situations the val-814

ues of Rh and ν are essentially incorrect, hence these815
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data points (shown in the red circle in figure 7) are not816

reliable, and we observe they are some of the furthest817

from the mean value of c.818

Equation 16 can be applied to the data of other stud-819

ies, as shown in the inset in figure 7 (a). These studies820

are for gravity driven water in either a circular, rectan-821

gular, or trapezoidal channel. Nezu and Rodi (1986)822

is in closest agreement with this study’s mean c value823

(a difference of 2%), with all their data points falling824

within one standard deviation of our mean value. Tom-825

inaga et al. (1989) has an error of 4.3%, having a scat-826

ter of values between 5.1 < c < 5.5. Blinco and827

Partheniades (1971) has a similar error of 5% with mea-828

surements showing scatter similar to that of our data829

(5.2 < c < 5.8). Knight and Sterling (2000) and Bishop830

(1978) fall near the lower one standard deviation line831

with mean errors of 7.5% and 8.7% respectively. The832

average value of c for all these other studies combined833

differs by 3.6% to that obtained from our data alone.834

The overall conclusion from testing our equation using835

other data is that the error and scatter is commensurate836

with the error and scatter in our data, which we largely837

attribute to experimental uncertainties. Therefore, to838

within the accuracy of our experiments and the exper-839

iments of these previous works, equation 16 appears to840

be valid, with a constant value of c ≈ 5.6. Given that the841

data encompasses a few different working fluids, many842

different fill-heights, numerous pipe diameters, and sev-843

eral different duct cross-sectional geometries, this is a844

rather pleasing level of agreement.845

The ability of this correlation to reliably predict an846

estimate of the velocity in a pipeline can be tested by847

rearranging equation 16 into a velocity form, using the848

definitions of Reynolds and Froude number in equations849

5 and 7,850

Ub =
c

(4ν)
1
9

g
5
9 R

2
3
h S

1
2 . (17)851

For each working fluid the bulk velocity was calculated852

for the range of fill levels, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, using the appropri-853

ate kinematic viscosity and channel slope. This bulk ve-854

locity term was then used in the standard Reynolds num-855

ber definition; hence a correlation of fill height verses856

Reynolds number can be shown by the solid lines in fig-857

ure 8. The same method can be done for the original858

Manning equation and this is shown by the dashed lines,859

the presence of the fluid properties in the new equation860

is the primary reason for the offset between the Manning861

curves and our Fr–Re–S –correlation (Fresco). It can be862

readily observed that this offset increases as the physi-863

cal properties of the working fluid diverge from those of864

water; water being the fluid the original Manning equa-865

tion was based on. As discussed in §2.1 we can cal-866

culate the fill-height (d/D) and Re in our experiments867

from purely experimental observations. These are plot-868

ted in figure 8 as data points for each of the slopes and869

pipe diameters. It is evident that Fresco works well for870

all the data we obtained and whilst the predictions are871

similar to the Manning equation for water, the Fresco872

predictions are far superior for the other working fluids.873

Overall the agreement between the experiments and the874

Fresco predictions is excellent and any differences are875

well within the experimental uncertainty of the mea-876

surements.877

4.2. Friction factor878

The Darcy friction factor ( fD), in head loss form ap-879

propriate for gravity-driven flow, is given in equation880

18,881

fD = 2
∆h
L

gDh

U2
b

. (18)882

Using equation 9 and noting that Dh = 4Rh, equation 18883

can be rewritten to express the Darcy friction factor as884

a function of Froude number (equation 7) as shown in885

equation 19.886

fD = 8S
gRh

U2
b

=
8S
Fr2 (19)887

A plot of friction factor against Froude number is shown888

in figure 9. The experimental data for all fluids, pipe di-889

ameters and gradients agree very well with equation 19.890

It is clear that the channel slope provides a fundamen-891

tal link in the relationship between these parameters and892

also provides a method of validating the uniformity of893

the channel slope. In addition to the current dataset, data894

from Knight and Sterling (2000) and Yoon et al. (2012)895

are also included. These are also in broad agreement896

with equation 19 for their respective channel slopes.897

In many areas of pipe flow design the Moody diagram898

is an important reference and the Blasius correlation899

( fD = 0.316Re−
1
4 ) exists for an approximation of fric-900

tion factor for full bore turbulent pipe flows (LaViolette,901

2017). A plot of friction factor against Reynolds num-902

ber using our data is shown in figure 10 with the Blasius903

correlation shown by the black dashed line. The data904

points appear to stray from Blasius and this is likely due905

to the intrinsic difference between full bore and partially906

filled pipe flow and the fact that the slope of the channel907

is not considered by Blasius. Using Fresco (equation908

16) and substituting into equation 19, a new expression909

for friction factor containing both c and S can be found910

as shown in equation 20,911

fD = 8c−
9
5 S

1
10 Re

− 1
5

h = 0.36S
1
10 Re

− 1
5

h . (20)912
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Figure 7: The non-dimensional factor (c) as a function of (a) hydraulic Reynolds number, (b) Froude number and (c) flow depth for all working
fluids. Water (blue), C40 (green), C60 (red), B40 (pink) and B60 (black). Inset of (a) shows data from other studies represented by: blue stars

Knight and Sterling (2000), black stars Nezu and Rodi (1986), green stars Blinco and Partheniades (1971), brown stars Bishop (1978) and gold
stars Tominaga et al. (1989). Solid line represents the average of this study’s data sets (c = 5.6), the dashed lines represents one standard deviation
from this average. (d) Probability density function of scaling factor (c) for all data points, evaluated with intervals of 0.1. Black line is a Gaussian

distribution with the same mean and standard deviation of c for reference.

The addition of these terms using Fresco results in a913

much improved f –Reh correlation in comparison to Bla-914

sius (as can be observed in figure 10), although it is ad-915

mittedly still not perfect. The largest improvements are916

observed for the experiments where the slope of the pipe917

is greatest, which is to be expected. The data points918

at low Reynolds numbers which appear to fall away919

from this new correlation are occurring in regimes of920

high sedimentation and suffer the same reliability issues921

highlighted in §4.1.922

5. Transport behaviour923

Of paramount importance to many applications, but924

especially in the flow of nuclear slurries, is the effec-925

tiveness of the flow in transporting solid particles along926

the pipeline without them settling. Whilst a high solids927

loading is desirable to minimise the quantity of waste,928

this increases the likelihood of the solids settling, which929

can lead to serious failures, such as blockages, which930

require expensive and difficult remediation. It is highly931

preferable to design the pipeline, and the operating con-932

ditions associated with it, such that solid matter is trans-933

ported along the pipe and does not settle. However, the934
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Figure 8: Non-dimensional flow depth as a function of hydraulic Reynolds number. Colours represent working fluids: water (blue), C40 (green),
C60 (red), B40 (pink) and B60 (black). (a) S = 1% on D3i (circles), (b) S = 1.5% on D3i (squares), (c) S = 5% on D4i (triangles), and (d)

S = 0.5% on D3i (inverted triangles). Solid line represents Fresco (equation 16) and dashed line represents Manning (equation 1 with n = 0.009)
coloured by working fluid. Insets show the variation of Froude number with Reynolds number for the appropriate gradient as described by

equation 16.

prediction of such satisfactory operating conditions is935

difficult. This is one reason why the Fresco flow corre-936

lation presented in §4 is useful, because it can be used937

to predict the bulk velocity of the flow in the pipe from938

known parameters, and the velocity is a key parameter939

in determining whether solids will be transported effec-940

tively.941

There are, of course, more parameters involved in942

the settling problem, and that is the focus of this sec-943

tion. Using our experimental database we find a simple944

non-dimensional number, calculable from commonly945

known parameters (the fluid properties and bulk veloc-946

ity), which provides a reliable prediction of the settling947

regime seen in the pipe. Thus, it (combined with Fresco)948

provides a simple method of determining a bulk velocity949

for the effective transportation of a given slurry.950

5.1. Settling regimes951

Four distinctly different settling regimes were ob-952

served across our range of experimental tests (see table953

4 for experimental conditions). These regimes are out-954

lined below and illustrated in figure 11.955
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Figure 9: Darcy friction factor as a function of Froude number for a
pipe gradient of 0.5% (inverted triangles), 1% (circles), 1.5%

(squares) and 5% (triangles) for D3i (inverted triangles, circles and
squares) and D4i (triangles). Data from other studies is represented
by: blue stars Knight and Sterling (2000) and red stars Yoon et al.

(2012). Solid lines represent equation 19.

1. Homogeneous suspension is where the solid parti-956

cles are uniformly distributed throughout the liquid957

phase of the mixture with a negligible gradient in958

concentration, here no separation into solid parti-959

cles and supernatant is visible, (figure 11a).960

2. Dynamic pathlines are thin lines of moving parti-961

cles forming near the pipe wall, these lines tend962

to align with the streamwise direction and move at963

a velocity similar to the average fluid velocity (fig-964

ure 11b). Dynamic pathlines grow in intensity until965

they become a moving bed.966

3. A moving bed consists of a thick bed of solid mate-967

rial moving at a similar velocity to the liquid phase,968

a diluted supernatant is visible above the moving969

bed, (figure 11c).970

4. A settled bed forms at the base of the pipe when971

a moving bed becomes stationary, this has a clear972

solid to liquid interface and the liquid phase flows973

down the pipeline above the stationary bed, (figure974

11d).975

These four regimes are similar in definition to those976

outlined in the literature (Doron et al., 1987; Peker and977

Helvaci, 2011; Wells et al., 2011) but for a partially-978

filled instead of a full-bore pipe. All these settling979

regimes reached a steady state apart from the settled980

bed. In the settled bed regime, the bed depth increased981

slowly from an initial value of zero to form a non-982

uniform bed with varying bed height (Rice et al., 2017).983

A final measurement was taken after 20 minutes before984

the experiment was abandoned to avoid large deposits985

of sediment in the pipeline.986

5.2. Settling factor987

There are examples in the literature where a dimen-988

sionless parameter has been used to measure the inten-989

sity of the settling in a fluid flow. A non-dimensional ve-990

locity parameter can be used to do this (Yu et al., 2004),991

however due to the wide range of settling velocities in992

this study, another parameter which encompasses more993

properties, including the particle density, is necessary.994

A single dimensionless parameter to quantify and pre-995

dict the settling was found, similar to the gravity yield996

parameter for tank settling and bed clearance (Adam-997

son, 2011). We term this the settling factor (and use998

the alternative form of the Greek sigma, ς) as shown in999

equation 21,1000

ς =
ρp − ρ f

ρ

ν f

Ubdp
=
ρp − ρ f

ρ
Re−1

p . (21)1001

In equation 21, ρp is the density of the solid particle,1002

ρ is the density of the working fluid (i.e. solid and liq-1003

uid combined, as defined previously), ρ f and ν f are the1004

density and kinematic viscosity of liquid (water in our1005

experiments), Ub is the flow bulk velocity, and dp is the1006

particle diameter. This form of settling factor essentially1007

involves a term related to the specific gravity of the par-1008

ticles, and a second term which forms a Reynolds num-1009

ber (Coulson et al., 1993). The term related to the spe-1010

cific gravity is large for dense particles that will tend to1011

settle quickly. We have chosen this form rather than the1012

specific gravity itself because it means that buoyant par-1013

ticles (less dense than the surrounding fluid) would give1014

ς < 0 (neutrally buoyant ς = 0), which seems sensible.1015

However, we have not tested any buoyant particles to1016

confirm this wider applicability. The Reynolds number1017

(Rep) is a particle Reynolds number because the length1018

scale is the particle diameter and not the hydraulic ra-1019

dius (so Reh , Rep). Also, the viscosity of the liquid is1020

used and not the viscosity of the homogeneous suspen-1021

sion (Miskin et al., 1996). However, it is the bulk veloc-1022

ity of the flow down the pipeline that is used, which is1023

obtainable using Fresco. A high Rep will act to sweep1024

the particles along the pipe with the flow, and as such a1025

high Rep leads to less settling. Thus, the settling factor1026

(ς) is a simple mathematical representation of the com-1027

petition between the density-driven settling of particles1028

and the action of the bulk flow to transport them down1029

the pipeline. A high value of ς indicates a higher inten-1030

sity of settling, hence the name, settling factor.1031

The settling factor was calculated for each measure-1032

ment in our entire data-set and plotted against hydraulic1033
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Figure 10: Darcy friction factor as a function of hydraulic Reynolds number. Colours represent working fluids: water (blue), C40 (green), C60
(red), B40 (pink) and B60 (black). (a) S = 1% on D3i (circles), (b) S = 1.5% on D3i (squares), (c) S = 5% on D4i (triangles), and (d) S = 0.5%
on D3i (inverted triangles). Solid lines represent equation 20, dashed lines represent the Blasius correlation ( fD = 0.316Re−

1
4 ). Inset of (d) shows

the variation of flow depth d/D with hydraulic diameter Dh/D.

Reynolds number in figure 12. The data points have1034

been coloured according to the settling behaviour ob-1035

served in the pipeline. These are homogeneous sus-1036

pension (blue), dynamic pathlines (red), moving bed1037

(green) and settled bed (black). There is a general trend1038

where increasing Reh results in a lower settling factor,1039

which is to be expected. However, more stark, is the1040

separation of the four settling regimes with settling fac-1041

tor. It is clear that the ability to calculate the settling fac-1042

tor (ς) in equation 21 is all that is needed to have a good1043

prediction of the settling regime that would occur in that1044

pipeline (regardless of the specific Reh). Horizonal lines1045

of constant settling factor have been drawn at the bound-1046

aries between the different sedimentation regimes. The1047

ς-values of these boundary lines have been calculated1048

by finding the average between the lowest settling fac-1049

tor in the upper regime and the highest settling factor1050

in the lower regime. A summary of the values for each1051

boundary is shown in table 6. There are slight over-1052

laps at the boundaries between the dynamic pathlines1053

flow regime and the two neighbouring regimes (moving1054

bed and homogenous suspension). This could be due1055

to the transition between these settling regimes not be-1056

ing as visibly distinct as the moving bed to settled bed1057

transition, which is clearly distinguishable, having no1058

overlap.1059

The identification of a settling factor to quantify the1060

intensity of the settling in the fluid can be used in the de-1061

sign of pipeline transfer processes, as a minimum bulk1062

velocity can be calculated and avoided (with a safety1063

factor appropriate for that application), in order to avoid1064

unwanted sedimentation occurring during a pipe trans-1065

fer operation. Even though the boundaries between all1066

the different regimes are not perfectly distinguished, it1067

would still be extremely useful to know that a particu-1068

lar pipeline operation fell close to one of these bound-1069

aries and as such there was a chance (risk) of either of1070

the two settling regimes occurring in that pipeline (or1071

likely both occurring at different longitudinal locations1072

in a very long pipe).1073
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(a)
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(b)
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Figure 11: Images of settling regimes as viewed from underneath the STR D3i (or D4i) pipeline: (a) homogeneous suspension, (b) dynamic
pathlines, (c) moving bed and (d) settled bed. The working fluid is B60 in these photographs, but the images are also representative of the other

working fluids.

Settling regime Settling factor
Homogeneous suspension ς < 0.224

(overlap region) (0.200 < ς < 0.247)
Dynamic pathlines 0.224 < ς < 0.356

(overlap region) (0.346 < ς < 0.366)
Moving bed 0.356 < ς < 0.498
Settled bed ς > 0.498

Table 6: Values of settling factor for each of the four settling regimes.

The critical deposition velocity is the velocity below1074

which solid particles are unable to remain in motion and1075

settle (Brown and Heywood, 1991). Using the above1076

definition of the settling regimes this would be when a1077

settled bed forms, thus ς = 0.498 is the critical deposi-1078

tion settling factor, which would be used (along with the1079

material properties) to calculate the critical deposition1080

velocity. Similarly, a sedimentation velocity can be de-1081

fined as the velocity at which sedimentation behaviour1082

begins to occur (Doron et al., 1987). This corresponds1083

to the dynamic pathlines regime in our framework and1084

hence the sedimentation settling factor is ς = 0.224, but1085

could be as low as ς = 0.200.1086

6. Practical application of Fresco and settling factor1087

Fresco and the settling factor (ς) can be utilised for1088

the design and operation of flows through partially-filled1089

pipes (and open channel flows more generally). In prac-1090

tical applications in many areas of industry and civil1091

engineering, typically two key parameters are used to1092

govern pipe transfers, these are the flow rate (Q) and the1093

channel slope (S ). These two parameters are used due1094

to their practicality and simple measurability. Signifi-1095

cant design requirements include the cost-effectiveness1096

of the transfer as well as the status of sedimentation1097

present in the pipeline. In areas such as sewage treat-1098

ment and nuclear waste, it is required that the con-1099

tents of the slurry remain suspended to avoid any set-1100

tling and blockages of the conduit. However, dilu-1101

tion of the slurry through the addition of large volumes1102

of water to ensure the safe transfer is undesirable due1103

to the detrimental financial and environmental conse-1104

quences. Hence an optimisation problem is presented1105

where sediment must be transported in the most cost-1106

effective manner possible. The research described in1107
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Figure 12: Settling Factor as a function of hydraulic Reynolds number for C40 (inverted triangles), C60 (circles), B40 (squares) and B60
(triangles). Data are coloured by the observed settling regimes of homogeneous suspension (blue), dynamic pathlines (red), moving bed (green)

and settled bed (black). Dashed lines indicate approximate boundaries between different regimes.

this paper can assist with this problem by providing1108

more knowledge on the underpinning transport funda-1109

mentals of these slurries.1110

As an example of how Fresco and settling factor1111

(§4 and §5) can be utilised, we consider a typical de-1112

sign scenario involving the calculation of the mini-1113

mum volumetric flow rate required to achieve a zero-1114

sedimentation transfer on a partially filled pipeline with1115

a known gradient. The settling factor and Fresco can be1116

employed to determine a relationship between Q and ς.1117

Combining equation 17 (Fresco) with equation 21 (set-1118

tling factor) yields, equation 22,1119

ς =
ρp − ρ f

ρ

ν f

dp

4
1
9 ν(θ)

1
9

cg
5
9 Rh(θ)

2
3 S

1
2

, (22)1120

where the slurry kinematic viscosity (ν) and hydraulic1121

radius (Rh) are both functions of θ. That Rh is a func-1122

tion of fill-angle is obvious and given by the geometric1123

relationship of equation 4. Kinematic viscosity being a1124

function of fill angle is perhaps less clear, but is a result1125

of the non-Newtonian nature of the fluid. The viscosity1126

in Fresco is that determined at a characteristic shear rate1127

of the flow (as in Reh), which we determine from the1128

mean wall shear stress in the pipe (τw). The wall shear1129

stress is related to the hydraulic radius through equation1130

12 and is therefore a function of θ. Getting from τw to ν1131

is achieved through the rheology of the particular fluid1132

(as in §3.3) or an appropriate rheological model.1133

Fresco can also be re-dimensionalised in an expres-1134

sion for Q, shown in equation 23,1135

Q = AUb = A(θ)
c

4
1
9 ν(θ)

1
9

g
5
9 Rh(θ)

2
3 S

1
2 . (23)1136

This presents a set of equations coupled by the fill angle1137

(θ), which can be solved using numerical techniques.1138

To facilitate our example, an algorithm was written1139

to solve equation 22 iteratively for the implicit θ at a1140

given ς. Once θ is known, equation 23 is used to find1141

the corresponding Q at this location. In this example,1142

test material B40 is used on a pipeline D3i set at a 1.5%1143

gradient. Figure 13 (a) shows the solution to equations1144

22 and 23 with the line coloured by the settling regimes1145

it is passing through. As d/D→ 0, Q → 0 and ς → ∞,1146

however as d/D → 1 a finite ς is observed at the upper1147

limit of Q, the minimum ς occurs at d/D ≈ 0.8 with1148

the maximum Q occurring at d/D ≈ 0.9. To achieve1149

a homogeneous suspension the settling factor must be1150

ς < 0.224, hence a flow rate of Q & 8.0 m3/hr is re-1151

quired. Figure 13 (b) shows the solution for test material1152

C60 on a pipeline D3i set at a 1% gradient, here a flow1153

rate of Q & 3.0 m3/hr is required for a homogeneous1154

suspension. It is worth noting that we have included our1155

experimental data on figure 13 for reference, but for the1156
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Figure 13: Settling factor (coloured line, left hand axis) and Reynolds number (black line, right hand axis) as a function of flow rate for (a) B40,
D3i and S = 1.5%, experimental data shown by squares and (b) C60, D3i and S = 1%, experimental data shown by circles.

B40 on D3i at S = 1.5% C60 on D3i at S = 1%
Settling regime Reh Ub (m/s) Reh Ub (m/s)

Homogeneous suspension > 33603 > 0.87 > 22397 > 0.61
(overlap region) 25317 – 46027 0.79 – 0.97 17108 – 30215 0.55 – 0.68

Dynamic pathlines 8991 – 33603 0.54 – 0.87 6388 – 22397 0.38 – 0.61
(overlap region) 8313 – 9747 0.53 – 0.56 5928 – 6898 0.37 – 0.39

Moving bed 3485 – 8991 0.39 – 0.54 2592 – 6388 0.27 – 0.38
Settled bed < 3485 < 0.39 < 2592 < 0.27

Table 7: Values of Reh, Q and Ub for their corresponding settling regimes.

purposes of this example application the experimental1157

data is completely unnecessary. The hydraulic Reynolds1158

number can also be calculated using Fresco and is plot-1159

ted against the right hand vertical axis in figure 13. A1160

summary of the flow conditions for each settling regime1161

is shown in table 7. It may be advisable to add a safety1162

factor on to these values to account for various scenario1163

errors.1164

7. Summary and conclusion1165

Predicting the flow of slurries through partially filled1166

conduits (or open channels) is highly relevant to many1167

industries, such as nuclear, sewerage and mining. Two1168

aspects which are of primary importance are the flow1169

characteristics and the sedimentation characteristics.1170

This work enables the prediction of both the flow and1171

settling behaviour of slurries through correlations based1172

on dimensional analysis, which have been shown to1173

perform well in gravity-driven partially filled pipelines1174

of non-colloidal suspensions. Experiments were con-1175

ducted on two different cylindrical pipes (3-inch and1176

4-inch diameter) and data was collected for Reynolds1177

numbers in the range of 2× 103 ≤ Re ≤ 1× 105, Froude1178

numbers in the range of 1.1 ≤ Fr ≤ 4.4, and channel1179

gradients of 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 5%. The experimental1180

tests are supported by comprehensive characterisation1181

of the working fluids through measurements of the par-1182

ticle size distribution, static settling velocities and shear1183

rheology (utilising a specific protocol to avoid settling1184

during the rheological measurement). Four different1185

working fluids were used, two concentrations of each1186

calcium carbonate and barium sulphate in water. Each1187

was found to have a non-Newtonian shear thinning char-1188

acter (consistent with the literature), which was well1189

represented by a power-law in the shear-rate range of1190

interest.1191

In terms of flow, the Manning equation has long been1192

used to predict the bulk velocity of open channel flows.1193

In this work it was again shown to be a good tool for pre-1194

dicting the bulk velocity of water, however, a significant1195
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error emerged when fluids with different density and1196

viscosity values were used. It therefore cannot be used1197

to accurately predict slurry flows (or multiphase and1198

non-Newtonian flows more generally). A new correla-1199

tion (Fresco) was developed which expresses the nexus1200

between the hydraulic Reynolds number, Froude num-1201

ber and channel gradient through a single, constant, di-1202

mensionless coefficient (c). This correlation was shown1203

to be significantly more accurate at predicting the bulk1204

velocity than the original Manning equation, due largely1205

to the inclusion of the physical properties of the test1206

material. Unlike Manning’s n coefficient, this c factor1207

is non-dimensional and constant (within experimental1208

uncertainty) across all working fluids tested and has an1209

empirically-derived value of c = 5.6 (at least for hy-1210

draulically smooth pipes).1211

With regard to the transport of solids, four differ-1212

ent settling regimes were observed across the range of1213

experimental tests, ranging from no settling (homoge-1214

neous suspension) to a static bed being formed on the1215

lower portion of the pipe wall. A non-dimensional set-1216

tling factor was developed based on the competing fac-1217

tors of the density difference between the solid and liq-1218

uid phases and the bulk flow of fluid down the pipe1219

(which can be calculated using Fresco). This settling1220

factor (ς) was shown to reliably predict the settling1221

regime observed in the pipeline, with a value of ς be-1222

ing valid across the range of experiments (i.e. no adjust-1223

ment to this value is required to account for hydraulic1224

Reynolds number, Froude number, slope, working fluid,1225

or pipe diameter). The settling factor combined with1226

the flow correlation (Fresco) provide a powerful frame-1227

work for predicting the likely settling regime observed1228

for pipeline processes involving slurries, which is cru-1229

cial to avoid failures (e.g. blockages) which can have1230

serious consequences.1231

The development of correlations which have been1232

shown to accurately predict the transport and settling1233

behaviour of fluids representative of nuclear waste ma-1234

terial, provides a way of underpinning the behaviour1235

of multiphase flows typical to nuclear plant operations.1236

This therefore allows for more refined transfer oper-1237

ations, increasing plant reliability and gaining further1238

knowledge of the transport and sedimentation character-1239

istics of the material. Although this research was con-1240

ducted with the nuclear industry considered as the pri-1241

mary industrial application, the correlations have been1242

developed in the most generic way possible in order to1243

make them universally applicable to slurry flows in gen-1244

eral.1245
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